TalkingHeads
HAIR & BEAUTY PRICES

2014

PRICELIST

•NAILS

•HAIR DRESSING
•HAIR AND EYELASH EXTENSIONS
•BARBERING
•BEAUTY TREATMENTS
•SPRAY TANNING
•WRINKLE REDUCING INJECTIONS (BOTOX)

•TEETH WHITENING
•ELECTROLYSIS
•COLLAGEN THERAPY
•HENNA
•THREADING
•STAND-UP SUN BEDS
•BRAIDING
•WIG FITTING (PRIVATE FITTING ROOM AVAILABLE)

11 High Street, Doncaster, DN1 1ED
Opposite Lloyds TSB, next to Natwest Bank

01302 328720

07968 319697

www.talkingheadsdoncaster.com

Talking Heads Doncaster

@talkingheads4

Beauty

A 10% deposit is required to hold each appointment*

*A refund is redeemable only if 24 hours notice is given from the time of booking appointment.

Waxing
Here at Talking Heads, We are very proud of our Therapists’ waxing techniques...
Including those popular HOLLYWOOD & BRAZILLIAN styles of bikini waxing!

Go on ladies... GIVE IT A GO!
Full Leg
Half Leg
Underarm (Hot Wax)
Eyebrows shape/wax
Bikini wax (Thorough)
Brazilian (Just strip remaining) (Hot Wax)
Hollywood (Nude) (Hot Wax)
Full forearm (inc top of shoulder)
1/2 forearm
Eyebrow, Lip and Chin
Upper Lip or Chin (Hot Wax)
Full Face Wax
Forehead Wax
Chin Wax

45 mins
30 mins
15 mins
10 mins
20 mins
30 mins
45 mins
30 mins
15 mins
20 mins
10 mins

£20.00
£12.50
£6.50
£5.00
£12.00
£20.00
£25.00
£10.00
£10.00
£14.50
£5.00
From £25.00
£4.00
£5.00-£7.50

Eye Treatments
24 HOUR PATCH TEST PRIOR TO APPOINTMENT REQUIRED.

Eyebrow Tint
Eyelash Tint
Eyebrow Shape, tint & Eyelash Tint
Eyelash Perm
Eyelash Perm and Tint
Scouse Eyebrows

10 mins
20 mins
30 mins
30 mins
40 mins

£4.50
£6.00
£15.00
£15.00
£20.00

From £15.00

Nail Extensions

Semi Permanent Eyelashes
Last between 1 and 2 weeks
Infills
Last between 2 and 3 weeks
Infills
Eyelash removal
Strip Eyelashes (Including Eyelashes)

30 mins
15 mins
30 mins
15 mins
15 mins

£10.00
£4.50
£20.00
£10.00
£5.00
£10.00

60 mins
90 mins
1hr 45 mins

£20.00
£25.00
£30.00

60 mins
90 mins

£20.00
£25.00
£3.50
£10.00
£18.00
£1.00
£8.00

- Single Nail
- Full Set

Gelish

Threading

This is an old Indian method of shaping eyebrows, Threading uses a string to remove
hair; ideal for those with sensitive skin and who suffer from roasacea.
Threading is a method that doesn’t allow the hair to grow back as quick as waxing and
other methods.

Full Leg
1/2 Leg
Two Full Arms
Eyebrows
Forehead

Full Set Acrylic Overlays
Full Set of Acrylic with Tips
Full Set Acrylic Fancy
(White/Coloured Acrylic)
Gel Overlays
Gel with Tips
Individual Nail Repair
Soak off Acrylic
In Fills
Nail Art/Gems

£30.00
£15.00
£30.00
£5.00
£3.50

Upper Lip
Sides of Face
Chin
Full Face

£4.50
£5.00
£3.50
£15.50

Gelish Polish is a light-weight Gel Polish that provides a fabulous colour alongside
coverage. As easy to use as it is to apply Normal Polish, Gelish UV Polish can last
up to 14 days and even longer on toes!

Gelish on Hands or Toes
Gelish on Hands and Toes
(includes Nail shape)
Gelish with Mini Manicure
Gelish with Mini Pedicure
Soak off Gel Polish
(includes cuticle work)
Soak off and Re-apply

30 mins
60 mins

£20.00
£35.00

45 mins
45 mins

£27.00
£32.00
£6.50
£25.00

Nails
20 mins

£7.00

Express Manicure

30 mins

£10.50

Treats your hands and nails to a new shape and polish. With your hands looking great,
you’ll feel great too! This speedy treatment is perfect for anyone who wants to look
glam but doesn’t have the time for the full works. the Beauty Therapist will shape your
nails and tidy up your cuticles, leaving your hands feeling nourished and moisturised
for that perfect finish

Luxury Manicure

60 mins

£14.00

Your hands go through a lot during your day to day activities; washing, shopping,
cold weather and dry heat can all take their toll on the condition of your skin. For this
treatment, hands are soaked and cleansed, which is used to remove all traces of
dead rough skin. Then a deep dermal transforming mask is applied and allowed to
penetrate into the skin for extreme hydration and softening. Untidy cuticles are treated
then the hands and lower arms are massaged with emolients for long lasting suppleness. At the end of the treatment your nails are filed and painted with a nail colour of
your choice.

Deluxe Manicure

75 mins

£20.00

Deluxe Pedicure

75 mins

£24.50

Add Gel Polish to Treatments above
45 mins

(French Polish add £2)

Pure pampering for your feet. We spend time treating key areas of concern such as
hard skin and cuticles as well as a relaxing foot massage, full nail shape and an
application of colour

Add Gel Polish to Treatments above

an extra £10

Cosmetic Teeth Whitening
Boost your confidence and look younger with affordable laser teeth whitening. Enjoy
the instant results of our brilliant, quick and simple treatment.
Our friendly, fully qualified therapist will ensure a pleasant experience throughout your
treatment. Rejuvenate your smile and dazzle your friends with whiter teeth today.

Three Applications

£160.00

(usual price £300.00)

£20.00

This deluxe experience offers relaxation renewal and a terrific moisturising restorative
treatment for nails and hands. After cleansing, filing and exfoliating, a warm paraffin
wax treatment is applied that is used to deeply moisturise your dry hands especially
in winter months. The process allows the blood to surface, detoxing tired hands and
achy arms. to finish the process, soothing cream conditoners are applied and nails
are painted. An indulgent treat that leaves hands, nails and fingers mind-boggingly
beautiful.

Express Pedicure

60 mins

Pure pampering for your feet. We spend time treating key areas of concern such as
hard skin and cuticles as well as a relaxing foot massage, full nail shape and an
application of colour

File and Polish (Fingers or Toes)

(Does not include Cuticle work)

Luxury Pedicure

an extra £10
£16.50

This mini foot treatment transforms your often neglected toes into well pampered feet.
Your treatment includes toe nail shaping, cuticle tidying, an application of
professional foot care products then your choice of nail polish of buffing.
Leaving you ready to show off all those pampered toes.

Tooth Gems
A non evasive painless treatment. Gems are applied without any damage to the teeth
and can last bewteen 10 weeks and 2 years

For that sparkling smile!

£10.00

Spray Tanning

Ear Piercing
Children
Adults

from
from

£10.00
£15.00

CHOOSE FROM ST TROPEZ, CELEBRITY SECRETS, FAKE BAKE & COCO BAY, SOLTAN & SPA TAN

Full Body Tan
Upper Body Tan
Lower Body Tan

Vajazzling

(You can get different colour spray tans. Ask the therapist for details)

The vajazzling genuine swarovski crystals have a hypoallergenic adhesive making
them safe to wear for any skin type. They are applied on the skin in the pubic region
and can be applied on other areas like arms, legs and back etc. There are dozens of
patterns to choose from and the process is quite artistic, they can last for up to 5 days

20 mins

£8.00

Henna

It is used in creating intricate ethnic or contemporary designs and exotic patterns on
various parts of the body, though traditonally applied to the hands and feet of women
preparing special ceremonies, painless temporary tattoos, last up to 10 days

Simple Design-Palm/Back Hand
Simple Design-Full hand
Simple Design-Two hands
Full Arm-One side
Double Side Arm
Two Hands-One Side
Two Hands-Double Side
One Foot
Two Feet

£14.99
£8.50
£8.50

from £4.50
from £6.50
from £9.50
from £8.50
from £14.00
from £14.20
from £24.00
from £4.95
from £7.50

24 HOUR PATCH TEST PRIOR TO APPOINTMENT IS REQUIRED

Stand Up Sunbeds
Singles

3 minutes
6 minutes
9 minutes
12 minutes

£1.00
£2.00
£3.00
£4.00

A POWERFUL 250 WATTS
Courses

30 minutes
60 minutes
120 minutes

£10.00
£15.00
£25.00

Make-Up
Full Face Day/Evening

60 mins

from £30.00

Bridal Package*
*Please ask for details. A personal package to suit your party. Price on enquiry after consultation

Semi Permanent Make-Up
Permanent or Semi Permanent comestic is a revolutionary treatment which naturally
enchances facial features leaving you with permanent eyebrows, smudge free eyeliner,
natural enhanced lip line and smear free full lip colour. Permanent cosmetics are exactly
as they sound- permanent. Over the years the colour may fade, but you can simply top
up every year to 18 months which makes them look as good as new.

Eyebrows
Eyeliner
Full Lip Colour

Other treatments available. Ask inside for details.

£325.00
£400.00
£550.00

Botox

Collagen Therapy

Aesthetic practioner and registered nurse Wrinkle Reducing Injections.
Price includes an opportunity to speak with a doctor, and a follow up appointment
after two weeks, to ensure you are happy with the results of your treatment.

1 area
2 area
3 areas

£119.00
£179.00
£219.00

• Smoothes
• Reduces fine lines and wrinkles/stretch mark
• Promotes collagen production- creating a youthful looking skin
• Helps areas such as acne, eczema and psoriasis
• Improves consistency of the skins colouration and complexion
• Firms and tones skin
• Even out skin pigmentation
• Improves sun-damaged skin
• Increases moisture levels

Micro-Dermabrasion
An extremely fine mist of microscopic aluminium oxide crystals is fired at the skin. This
gentle, painless spray exfoliates the skin, and dead skin cells are vaccumed into a
closed-filter container and discarded. by controlling the power of the spray, anything
from a gentle buffing of the skin, to deeper exfoliation can be achieved. This treatment
takes approximately 45 minutes. In order to achieve the maximum effect, a series of at
least 10 treatments is required, one treatment per week, with a follow up of 1 session a
month for maintenance.
Micro-Dermabrasion leaves you with a youthful glow guaranteeing you look years
younger. It revitalizes all skin, reducing enlarged pores so your skin looks tighter and
healthy. Erases fine lines and wrinkles around the forehead and mouth. It also gets rid
of scars, acne, blemishes (red spots on the face). Ideal for special nights out when
you need the glow to look radiant with younger looking skin.

Single Session
Course of 8 Sessions

£35.00
£240.00

Using one of the latest scientifc discoveries photo rejuvenation via “red light technology”, Red
Light penetrates the skin to a depth of 8-10m, encouraging the cells to naturally stimulate the
production of collagen and elastin. This in turn plumps, firms and tones the skin to help reverse
the aging effect. This is a safe and natural process, which does not involve surgery, layers or
needles, it is effective for all skin types and colors and helps with;

Trial Session

£25.00

Collagen red lights are not harmful in any way, they do not produce UVA or UVB rays. the resulting benefits of red light collagen therapy can be seen after a sessions, however it normally takes
around 3 weeks to see the greatest effects.

10 minutes

£10.00

50 minutes

£25.00

Foot Spa Detox
The spa dissolves toxic accumulations, no matter where they are in the body. All you have to do is
immerse your feet in a warm water foot bath and the Ionic Detox unit will draw the toxins out of the
body through the pores in your feet. For best results, a series of five sessions are
recommended. Normally, the first two sessions begin the process with the water very dark in
colour.
Subsequent sessions, the water gets lighter until your body has released its built-up toxins. This
treatment immensely induces better sleep, promotes weight loss by getting rid of chemicals in
your body and raising your metabolism to higher levels. The toxin removal builds your immune
system and raises your oxygen circulation, also helping improve joint movement in knees and
elbows, it is also effective in helping demolish headache and neck pain. An ideal detox after a
heavy drinking session. Watch as all the toxins come out of your system through your feet and
change the colour of the water from clear to a mucky yellow colour, guarenteed to work.

A single Detox Foot Spa Treatment
A course of 5 Detox Foot Spa Treatments

30 minutes

£20.00
£80.00

Electrolysis

Electrolysis is the only medically approved form of permanent hair removal, period.
Electrolysis is performed by inserting a very fine, flexible needle into the follicle
(the pocket where the hair sits in your skin). The Therapist then skillfully applies a tiny
amount of current and destroys the lower part of the follicle, which stops any more
hairs growing from that particular follicle.

Treatments

10 sessions

Up to 15 minutes
Up to 30 minutes
Up to 45 minutes
Up to 60 minutes

£10.00
£18.00
£25.00
£35.00

Up to 15 minutes (saving £10)

£90.00
£150.00
£210.00
£300.00

Up to 30 minutes (saving £30)
Up to 45 minutes (saving £40)
Up to 60 minutes (saving £50)

Dermalogica
*FREE FACE MAPPING WITH EVERY CONSULTATION*
Dermalogica’s formulas have pioneered new standards for product performance.
Using only the finest ingredients available, all Dermalogica’s products are now
non-comedogenic and contain no occlusive mineral oil or lanolin, no irritating colours
or fragrances and non-drying S.D alcohol.

Revitalising Eye Rescue
Firm, tone and revitalise tired eyes with our unique blend of vitamin therapies and
firming botanicals. Our gentle exfoliation will remove dulling debris, while a super
smoothing masque will help reduce irritation.

20 mins

£20.00

Dermalogica Facial Therapy
Express Facial

45 mins

The Dermalogica Face Treatment

1 hour

Deluxe Facial

90 mins

Indian Facial

1 hour

£30.00

This relaxing facial is personalised to suit your individual skin requirements. A perfect
pick me up facial for an instant boost. Suitable for all skin types and an excellent introduction to Dermalogica facials and products. includes deep cleanse, tone, exfoliation,
neck, shoulder and face massage, mask and moisturise.

£45.00

This treatment is customised to each individual client by using Face Mapping SM skin
analysis. It will be unique to you by using our botanical mixers throughout the
step-by-step process to provide additional benefits to the client’s skin. it includes
deep cleanse, steam and extraction for blackheads and dead cells, exfoliation, mask,
moisturise and neck and shoulder massage.

£60.00

This treatment is ideal for blemished skin and is perfect for teenagers. During a
Deluxe Facial your skin will be cleansed and a gentle facial scrub applied to exfoliate
and smooth the surface of the skin. Blackheads and blemishes may be removed with
steam, however as this is a relaxing treatment, there are times when this may not be
appropriate. A rejuvenating, moisiturising or purifying mask is applied followed up with
a relaxing and gentle facial, neck and shoulder massage. Fantastic for relaxation and
an all around pamper. Come in and treat yourself to a Deluxe facial today!

£45.00

Is good for all skin types but benefits darker skin clients more then others e.g Asian,
African etc, with acne or pigmentation problems, or brilliant just for clearing up the
skin for more youthful, brighter glowing skin. By using natural organic products,
including honey, fresh orange, lemon and natural yoghurts will clear and lighten the
skin, by removing dirt and oils to allow your skin to breath immediately!

Body Wraps

BEAUTY THERAPY

Please allow 15 minutes for your first consultation

Spa Enzymatic Sea Mud Pack

Dermalogica Body Treatments
Body Exfoliation Therapy

1 hour 15 mins

1 hour

£25.00

Smooth away dulling surface debris while restoring vital nutrients to tired skin, its customised
with essential oils, which will help to smooth the skin, relax stressed muscles and soothe the
senses.

Massage Treatments
Indian Head Massage

45 mins

£20.00

With Essential Oils

£25.00

Full Body Swedish
£32.00

With Essential Oils

£37.00

Swedish Massage promotes relaxation and eases muscle tension. You can have the
pressure of the massage to suit you. It can be low and gentle, or vigorous and
bracing, depending on what the therapist wants to achieve.

Back, Neck And Shoulder Massage
30 minutes

£16.00

Leg and Foot

30mins

With Essential Oils

£20.00

Perfect for those with bad backache problems, and those who like to relax and destress.

£12.50

Perfect for tired legs, after hard work or exercise. Also recommended for mothers to be.

De-Stress Massage
45 minutes

Excellent way to regenerate your skin by having this simple yet wonderful body wrap.
This mud pack will remove any dead skin cells and impurities restoring skins natural
softness and smoothness whilst nourishing and re engerizing the skin for a youthful
glow suitable for all skin types.

Spa Power Recovery Pack

This treatment can really help to calm the mind and is surprisingly deeply relaxing. Working with
a firm and gently rhythm, it helps relieve muscular discomfort and tension, as well as calming the
spirit and aiding relaxation. It also helps improve circulation in the head, enhances the senses
and promotes clear thinking.

60 minutes

£30.00

£25.00

Mini facial with back, neck and shoulder massage. Including aromatherapy hot towels to
guarantee superb relaxation.

1 hour 15 mins

£30.00

This vitamin fulfilled wrap is great to give your skin a boost with carefully selected
lavender and matricaria flower essential oil which have antiseptic, anti sensitive and
anti inflammatory benefits. Whilst combined with vitamins A & C makes the formula to
make your ski look and feel more sleeker elastic and revitalized. Suitable for all skin
types but benefits dry and sensitive skin the most.

Colloidal Oat Meal Masque
60 mins

£45.00

This wonderful masque is combined with a facial to calm and relax your skin oatmeal
has anti septic and anti inflammatory benefits which will reduce any itchiness redness and reduce allergy leaving the skin smooth whilst restoring an even complexion.
Suitable for any skin type but benefits acne, sensitive and allergy prone skin the most.
Includes complimentary hand massage.

Weight Loss With Talking Heads!
We Can Help You Achieve Your Weight Loss Goals...
What Is The Virtual Gastric Band Programme?
The Virtual Gastric Band programme is a simple, safe
and
effective weight loss solution for a fraction of the cost of
actual gastric band surgery. This wonderfully relaxing 4
step programme uses the latest cutting edge mind
management techniques. There’s no surgery, no side
effects and no dieting so you wont feel like you’re
missing out on anything.
The programme changes your eating habits and attitude
to food on a long term basis rather than a short “fad diet”
in order to help to put you on the fast track to long term
weight loss success.

95% success rate
While no guarantee is offered or implied, the programme boasted an incredible 95%
success rate when trialled with GP clients who were refused funding for surgical gastric
band
procedures and doesn’t limit your eating to particular foods or combinations of foods.
It’s also the only Virtual Gastric Band programme to be considered worthy of clinical
trials with Hull University & York Medical School.
Clients using this system have already lost a combined total of 99, 998lb’s (and
counting), just imagine how great it would feel to join them...

Is it a Diet?
Absolutely not! One of the problems with diets and most other weight loss programmes
is that when you stop eating the special diet you often go back to the weight you used
to be or you put on more weight because your body has been in starvation mode.
The fact is that most diets and programmes don’t work and don’t deal with the
psychological triggers that cause you to gain weight so it’s not surprising they haven’t
worked for you in the past.

Claim Your 10% Discount Now!
Cut Out & Bring This Voucher Into The Salon
To Claim Your 10% Discount Or Call Us On
01302 328720 and Quote Code “THNL10”

Is It Done With Groups?
Many similar programmes involve 1 short single session, in public with a large group
of people. Which means that your individual eating habits and patterns are not
addressed, there is no individual time with a therapist and there are no further
sessions. In other words a hit and miss approach. We refuse to offer our customers
anything less than the very best. When you book your Virtual Gastric Band
Programme with us, you’ll receive:
* 4 fully supported, personalised complete weekly sessions with a highly qualified
therapist.
* A Free 60 Page Workbook To Guide And Support You Through The System.
* A Free Support CD To Listen To Every Day.
* A Free Personalised CD Created Specifically For You And Your Needs.

Price Comparisons
The Virtual Gastric Band Programme is a long term solution, not a “magic wand”,
“quick fix” or a “fad diet” and therefore offers excellent value for money. Your
investment for the complete package (with your special Talking Heads discount) is
only £349, that’s a £7651 saving on actual gastric band surgery and less than half the
price of the same programme in a Harley Street clinic!

About Your Therapist
If you are considering undergoing a Virtual Gastric Band Programme, it’s important to
check the credentials of the therapist. Brian Watson Dip. I.hyp. E.Psy NLP Prac. (BHR)
is a specialist practitioner and trainer in Clinical Hypnosis, Ericksonian
Psychotherapy and NLP with over two decades of experience in hypnosis and Neuro
Linguistic Programming. Watsonís expertise in Ericksonian Psychotherapy,
Hypnotherapy, and NLP are unparalleled.
As well as being registered by the CNHC (Complimentary
& Natural Healthcare Council) and the GHR (General
Hypnotherapy Register), he is also a GHR Acknowledged
Supervisor, supervising other therapists work and the only
therapist in his area to be recognised as a senior
practitioner by the GHR. Brian’s credentials as a
hypnotherapist are formidable, trained to Master and
Advanced Practitioner Diplomas with distinction from BHR he
is also a trainer for BHR (British Hypnosis Research) currently
teaching other therapists on a PGD at Birkbeck
University London.
His understanding of the intricacies and nuances of the art of

HAIRDRESSING

Cuts

Dry Cut

Cut & Finish

Trim
Restyle
Trim
Restyle

Short
Medium
Long

Wash & Blow Dry
Shampoo & Set
Wash & Blow Dry Hair Extensions

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

Perms
£8.50
£12.00
£16.00
£18.00
£24.00
£35.00
£15.00
£18.00
£18.00

Colours
Half Head Highlights
Full Head Highlights
Re-Growth
Full Head of Colour
Block Colours
Strip Colour/s
Fashion Slices
Dip Dye
Toner Wash
To brighten up brassy/yellow tones in blonde hair to cool ash blondes

from
£35.00
from
£45.00
from
£35.00
from
£50.00
from
£35.00
1st Strip from £25.00
2nd Strip from £15.00
from
£25.00
from
£45.00
from
£15.00

For Damaged Hair

from
from
from

£20.00
£18.50
£10.00

from
from
from
from
from

£75.00
£60.00
£55.00
£45.00
£65.00

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

£18.00
£8.50
£15.00
£18.00
£20.00
£5.00
£7.00

from
from
from
from

£35.00
£65.00
£55.00
£3.50

from
from
from
from
from

£6.50
£10.00
£9.50
£20.50
£45.00

Styling
Put Ups
French Plait
Tonging:

• Medium
• Long

Straightening
Straightening Hair Extensions

Treatments
Oil
Stream
Deep Penetrative Conditioning treatment

Spiral Long
Spiral Short
Traditional Long
Traditional Short
Brazilian Straightener

Braiding
Cane Row
Single Braids
Dreadlocks
Individuals

Kids
Trim
Cut & Restyle
Wash & Blowdry
Cane Row
Single Braids

HAIR EXTENSIONS

We advise you book a free consultation with us before, so we can recomend the
best method for your hair. We recommend that hair extensions are not kept in the
hair for more than 3 months.

Tape in Hair

Tip Hair (PREGLUED) new method

(Hair not included)

£375.00

Special Offer!!

Micro weave done with 100% remy human hair, lasts between 6 weeks and 3 months, hair
extensions that have minimal shedding.

Micro-Braid

Special Offer!! (Hair included in the price)

£300.00

Micro Braiding is a hairstyle created by brading hair into tiny sections
using hair extensions. hair is braided three to four inches down the length of the hair
strand and secured with a slip-knot at the end of the braid. The slip knot prevents
the braid from unravelling and also makes removing the tiny micro-sized braids less
tedious. This method lasts between 6 weeks and 3 months and we recommend this as
the best method of hair extensions as no heat or glue is used.

£100.00

Maximum

£300.00

Dreadlocks are matted coils of hair worn in long, rope like locks. Popular with the rebelious
crowd, they allow a much more unique sense of individuality, and allow a “closer to nature”
feeling and look.

Micro-Bonding (Glue)

Special Offer!! (Hair included in the price)
This method attaches a few strands of hair at a time to the natural hair, close
to the scalp but not touching it, using a special hot resin formula, during the
application a plastic protector is used to ensure the melted resin does not
touch the scalp. this method gives results that last between 6 weeks and 3
months.

14” & 16”
18” & 20”

The hottest trend in applying hair extensions is
Tape Extensions! This method is fast and easy,
and there is no faster way to add long locks to
your hair than with Tape Hair! The extensions are
applied by placing two pieces of adhesive gel
upon each other with your own hair in between.
To apply a whole head of tape hair only takes
about 30 minutes. This is a real time saver and the
results can be spectacular! Also, tape extensions
from Locks, Bonds & Weaves are re-useable!
Simply add new SuperTape and you are ready to
go again.
This method of extensions can last between 6
weeks and 3 months.

Nano Beads

Dreadlocks
Minimum

from £40.00

£180.00
£195.00

22” & above

Half Head

£220.00
£150.00

(Hair not included)

from £90.00

This is the smallest and most innovative way to
apply hair extensions on the market right now.
The ring is so tiny it is barely visible and very
comfortable. you can wear your hair up in a high
ponytail without detection. The Nano ring is
applied by using a Nano tip extension.
At the end of the tip of hair is a tiny wire that is
clamped down onto the hair using pliers with the
Nano rings. There is less weight on the hair and
more movement because of this.
Nano Beads can last between 6 weeks and 3
months.

Weave

MEN

(Hair not Included)

£60.00

Weaving is done by cane rowing sections of the hair and sewing the extensions to the cane
row, lasts just as long as other methods between 6 weeks and 3 months, promotes fast hair
growth by stimulating the scalp. Wefts may loosen so it is necessary to come in and have
them tigthened at £10 per row.

Micro-Ring (Hair not Included)
18”

£190.00

20”

£220.00

from
from

£7.50
£12.00
£18.00
£25.00

Clip-In Extensions
A Full Head Clipped-In
Clip-In Extensions Straightened
Clip-In Extensions Cut to Blend
Clip-In Extensions & Tong

Individuals
Individual Micro-Bonding
In Fill Micro-Bonding
Individual Micro-Bonding

£3.80 per bond
£3.20 per bond
£3.80 per bond

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

Trim
Restyles
Designs
Colour
Colour and Restyle
Cut Throat Shave and Finish
Dreadlocks
Canerow Straight Line Back
Canerow with Designs

from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

£6.50
£12.00
£3.50
£18.00
£25.00
£12.00
£55.00
£30.00
£35.00

Waxing

Back Wax (including top of shoulders)
Chest Wax
Back and Chest Wax
Eyebrow Wax/Threading
Nasal and Ear Removal/Tidy

Nails

Manicure
Pedicure

30 mins
30 mins
45 mins
10 mins
10 mins

from
from
from
from
from

30 mins
45 mins

from £10.50
from £16.50

£15.00
£15.00
£25.00
£5.00
£4.00

Spray Tanning

Removal of Hair Extensions
Weave
Micro-Bonding
Micro-Ring
Tip Hair (Pre-glued)
Micro-Braid
Tip in Hair
Nano beads

Barbering

£20.00
£15.00 per hour
£20.00 per hour
£18.00 per hour
£20.00 per hour
£15.00 per hour
£15.00 per hour

CHOOSE FROM ST TROPEZ, CELEBRITY SECRETS, COCO BAY, FAKE BAKE, SOLTAN AND SPA TAN

Full Body Tan
Upper Body Tan
Lower Body Tan
(You can get different colour spray tans. Ask the Therapist for details)

£14.99
£8.50
£8.50

PACKAGES

Stand Up Sunbeds
Singles

3 minutes
6 minutes
9 minutes

£1.00
£2.00
£3.00

HOLIDAY PACKAGES

Courses

30 minutes
60 minutes
120 minutes

£10.00
£15.00
£25.00

Massage
Indian Head Massage

45 mins

£20.00

Full Body Massage

60 mins

£32.00

Back, Neck and Shoulders

30 mins

£16.00

A brilliant stress reliever!

Release aches, pains and the stress of the day
Perfect for the hard working man who needs to relax

Leg & Foot
30 minutes

£12.50

Perfect for tired legs, after hard work or exercise

Full Leg Wax
Underarm Wax
Brazilian Bikini Wax
Eyebrow Wax
Half Head Highlights
Eyelash Tint
Luxury Pedicure

Half Leg Wax
Eyebrow Wax
Bikini Line Wax
Eyelash Tint
Individual Eyelashes

£90.00 (saving £20.00)

£35.00 (saving £9.50)
PACKAGES

Pamper Package

Girl’s Night Out Package

60 min Dermalogica Facial
Deep tissue back, neck and
Shoulder Massage
Luxury Manicure
Luxury Pedicure
£80.00 (saving £17.00)

Spray Tan

Individual Eyelashes last 1 to 2 Weeks

Eyebrow Wax
Clip In Extensions & Tong
Individual Eyelashes
£45.00 (saving £10.50)

MUM TO BE PACKAGES

De-Stress Massage
45 minutes

Maxi Holiday Package

Mini Holiday Package

£25.00

Just as it says! Release stress with this mini Dermalogica facial and back, neck and shoulder
massage

Mum To Be Package

Pre Birth Package

Massage (Back, neck and shoulder)
Manicure and Pedicure (Express)
Mini Facial

Bikini Wax
Leg and Foot Massage
Eyelashes

£30.00 (saving £8.00)

£90.00 (saving £20.00)

Wedding Packages
Wedding Package 1
Make Up
Put Up
Spray Tan
Acrylic Nails
Eyebrow wax/Thread
Bikini Wax
£100.00 (saving £12.00)

Wedding Package 2
18-20 Inch Micro-Bonding
Acrylic nails
Spray Tan
Semi-Eyelashes
£310.00 (saving £20.00)

You can also create your own package of treatments to suit your needs.
Ask for an offer price from the Manager.

Training Courses
Weaving

£450.00

(Weaving is done by cane rowing sections of the hair and sewing the extensions to the cane
rows)

Micro-Bonding

£480.00

Micro-Bonding is done by glueing small pieces of hair extensions to the hair

Ezflow Nail Training

£380.00

(plus vat)

£99.00

(plus vat)

Eyelash Extension Training

£320.00

(plus vat)

Braiding

£475.00

(plus vat)

Express Eyebrow Threading

Braiding is done by dividing the hair into small sections and plaiting

WIG FITTING
OUR WIGS GIVE THE NATURAL LOOK

AND HAVE THE WOW FACTOR

We supply wigs and provide a discreet and sensitive service for wig fitting, both for
the fashion conscience and for medical purposes, including NHS patients.
Private fitting rooms and a designated waiting area are available for all clients
To avoid disappointment, book to be fitted by one of our specialists!

TalkingHeads
Specialist in Hair Extensions, Wigs and Hair Pieces.
Not just a retail store!!
Come and get pampered in our Hair and Beauty Salon

Treatment booked:
Date:
Time:
Therapist:
Appointment booked by:
Deposit Paid:

OPENING HOURS

Monday-Friday... 9:30am - 6:00pm
Late Night Thursday... 9:30 am - 8:00pm
Saturday... 9:30am - 6:00pm
Sunday... 11:30am - 4:00pm
We are open all bank holidays apart from the government resticted ones.
When Doncaster races are on, our salon will be open from 8:30am or 9:00am

11 High Street, Doncaster, DN1 1ED

Telephone: 01302 328720

Mobile: 07968 319697

www.talkingheadsdoncaster.com
Talking Heads Doncaster

@talkingheads4

